
Date reported to PO Location Details Reported by Reported to Police Incident No Action taken and cost of repair

15/08/2022
PC Lynch called in to the office.  
Nothing major to report.  CL requested further coffee with cop.  To be arranged.

24/08/2022 Millennium Copse 
chess board on table covered in red paint and seems that someone 
has tried to sand off the chess board. GC

Wardens to investigate to see how it can be repaired. Some sort of chalk had been used to 
colour the board. Wardens wiped away

15/09/2020 New Rec (Little Hands end)

Contractor reported tyre marks on Rec from motorbike. Evidence of 
wheel spins near Little Hands. Hard to identify where the motor bike 
gained access. JW SM to find out if anyone witnessed the incident

12/10/2022 Car park
Police came into the Parish Office to look at CCTV of an incident in 
the car park. CL CL went through footage with Police but incident was not found.

13/10/2022
Footpath to Meldreth Station (from 
Station Road to underpass) Drug paraphanalia discarded on footpath Litterpicker Items have been cleared.  CL has emailed PC Lynch with details. 

19/10/2022 Bus shelter on car park Graffiti drawn with marker pen in bus shelter SM Wardens to remove graffiti. 
14/11/2022 l/h side of pavilion Graffiti on brick work Resident Wardens to remove graffiti. 

02/12/2022 Outside hedge of 27 Palmers Way Child's car seat fly tipped Resident SM reported to SCDC

07/12/2022 Little Lane Window of a residential property smashed by a group of young people Resident 
Resident of property has reported incident to police and wanted to make PC aware in case 
it happens/has happened to other residents. 

14/12/2022 New Rec Damage to Jubilee Orchard sign Resident Wardens have repaired. 

30/12/2022
Footpath rear of allotments on The 
Moor Windscreen and tyre Litterpicker Reported to SCDC fly tipping team

30/12/2022 Verge opposite track to Black Peak Various items fly tipped Litterpicker Reported to SCDC fly tipping team
03/01/2023 Ogden Close Exhaust pipe left on footpath Litterpicker Reported to SCDC fly tipping team
03/01/2023 Medcalfe Way Painting discarded on footpath Litterpicker Reported to SCDC fly tipping team
03/01/2023 Russett Way Carpet fly tipped outside garages Litterpicker Reported to SCDC fly tipping team
25/01/2023 Workshop on the car park Ketchup and mud smeared over the wall Warden Warden cleaned the wall. 

26/01/2023 Haggers Close and Medcalfe Way Fly tipping: Building material, burnt item at HC and car battery at  MW Litterpicker Reported to SCDC fly tipping team
31/01/2023 New Rec Some river mel signs have disappeared Warden Keep an eye out for discard signs - look at stronger fixings 
04/02/2023 Back of allotments Fly tipping : fridge freezer  Resident Cleared away 

04/02/2023 main gate of allotments Reports of drug dealing Resident Police have been seen at the allotments. Residents are encouraged to report incidents. 
07/02/2023 Cambridge Road Fly tipping: Large builing suppliers bag Litterpicker Reported to SCDC fly tipping team
13/02/2023 A10/Cambridge Road Fly tipping: damaged bike Wardens Wardens cleared away

13/02/2023 New Rec Young people climbing on the container Wardens 
They got down after the wardens asked. The warning anti-climb paint sign has been 
sprayed with Grafitti. New signs to be purchased. Wardens to cut lower branches of tree.

14/02/2023 Vicarage Close Footpath/ CCC Field
A large amount of dog poo has been dumped at either side of the 
entrance to the field from the Vicarage close footpath Resident SM reported to SCDC

23/02/2023 New Rec/ River Mel Picnic bench in river mel Resident Wardens to investigate and move if possible. 
27/02/2023 Littlehands Attempted break-in in the garden area of littlehands Littlehands Police made aware 
03/03/2023 New Road Bridle Path fly tipping : bed Litterpicker SM reported to SCDC
07/03/2023 Clear Crescent Park Dog poo outside the gate to clear crescent play park Resident Facebook post remidning owners to pick up after their dogs 
01/04/2023 Bus shelter Graffiti on shelter Wardens Wardens to clear 

11/04/2023 Electrical applicance bin 
side opening of the electrical appliance bin left open - large item 
deposited inside Wardens SM to contact Great Cambridge shared waste 

17/04/2023 New Road Cemetery 
Various : Lock taken off gate, wire fence taken down to use cut 
through Wardens Monitor 

21/04/2023 The Moor Play Park slide vandalised with dog mess Resident DP-18070-23-3535-01 Wardens cleaned off and SM reported to the police. Ref DP-18070-23-3535-01.
23/04/2023 Worcester Way Fly tipping : Car bumper Litterpicker Reported to SCDC fly tipping team
01/05/2023 Electrical applicance bin 2 youths removing equipment from bin - on pushbikes CCTV Monitor 
02/05/2023 Trigg Way Van constantly parking on the grass verge Resident Raise with SCDC

02/05/2023 Electrical applicance bin 
Skip lorry entered car park and broke tree branch, rummaged through 
electrical appliance bin - did not take anything CCTV / Wardens Monitor 

03/05/2023 Electrical applicance bin 
Chaps legs seen dangling out of the electrical appliance bin - removed 
and took small device CCTV Monitor 

13/05/2023 Vicarage Close

Young people knocking on door and antagonising owner - repeated 
daily. Update 23/05 - damage to property from banging on door so 
hard it fractured stay. Resident Report to PCSO Gardiner - requested contact details to follow up with the resident. 

15/05/2023 Bin at Old Post Office Overflowing waste not being emptied Litterpicker Reported to SCDC and requested empty

19/05/2023 Orchard Road Cemetery 

Report of young people using drugs, dealing drugs and congregating 
from 4pm daily. Resulting in residents being uable to use their garden 
due to the smell of weed. Resident 

Encouraged resident to report to Cambridgeshire Police as antisocial behaviour with times 
etc. Resident suggested the gate should be locked. 

24/05/2023 New Rec 
Reports of group of youths burning paper and general antisocial 
behaviour. Resident Monitor 

07/06/2023 Bowls club 
Reports of debris being thrown over the hedges, narrowly missing 
bowlers Bowls Club Yes Individual encouraged to report to 101 - they since have and will monitor situation. 



21/06/2023 Clear Crescent 

Resident called with reports of antisocial behaviour and damage to 
property. She has called the police and spoke to Jose about the 
activities but is not seeing any action. Resident Yes 

Office sent a follow up email to PCOS with details. Will let resident know when the next 
'coffee with a cop' is being held at the hub. 
PCOS replied to email for contact details - will contact resident.

26/06/2023 Worcester Way 

Newly installed secuirty fencing vandalised for a second time. First 
attempt was to remove the bolts - this was recitified by the contractor. 
Now 3 slats have been removed (with grinder?) to gain access route. Warden 

Huntree would have to charge for fixing as damage due to vandalism and not wear and 
tear. 

29/06/2023 Bury Lane Track - St Johns Farm Fly tipping : expansion foam dumped along track. JT Reported 

30/06/2023 The Moor Play pPark Graffiti on the floor by the swings GC

Wardens to review and potentially report to 101. GC suggested need to write to MVC re 
students ongoing antisocial behaviour. 
Wardens removed chalk drawings. 03/07/23

03/07/2023 Bus stops on High Street 
Resident called with reports of defamatory graffitti on the bus stops 
targeted towards himself. Resident Yes

DP-30398-23-3535-01
Upgarded to crime 
number 35/49635/23

Reported to Cambs Police with note of activity around 22.50 on cctv. 
Wardens painted over graffiti on bus stop and attempted to remove from Vicarage Way - 
vandalism was repeated again on Monday night, resulting in Wardens painting again. 
10/07/23 - insufficent evidence to identify suspect. Case on hold. 

04/07/2023 Locations around the village Defamatory graffiti across multiple public and private surfaces Resident Yes 35/49799/23 10/07/23 - insufficent evidence to identify suspect. Case on hold. 

12/07/2023 Worcester Way 
Another stretch of the newly installed fence has been damaged - bars 
removed and bottom rung split for access. Wardens 

Should responsibility pass to the farmer? Could we send notices to all residents that there 
is no access? 

01/08/2023 Moor Play Park Graffiti reported on play equipment 8 year old inspector Men in green cleared the offending artwork. Busy body 8 year old inspected work. 
02/08/2023 Millenium Copse Tree for the Guides snapped Wardens Look into replacing the tree 


